upCycled art projects with Nancy Judd
artist, environmental educator and teaching artist

IMAGINED WORLDS

Using boxes, we will create little worlds with images from magazines or that you draw, that are based on your interests and the things you love!

SESSION LENGTH: 2-3 hours

ACADEMIC CONNECTIONS:
Visual Arts, Math, English Language Arts

MATERIALS NEEDED:
♦ Shoe box, or similar size corrugated box
♦ Magazines or junk mail, scrap paper to use for creating the “setting”.
♦ Misc recycled items: bottle caps, rubber bands, scrap cloth, twist ties, take-out containers, TP tubes, etc.

TOOLS NEEDED:
♦ Scissors
♦ Pencil
♦ Ruler
♦ Tape
♦ Colored pencils, pens, crayons or paint/brushes
♦ White school glue or DIY glue
  Make it before the session!
♦ Rag to clean hands while working